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Brief background of
Ntataise
Ntataise meaning “to lead a young
child by the hand” is an
independent, not-for-profit
organisation founded in South Africa
in 1980.
For the past 40 years, Ntataise has
been instrumental in supporting the
provision of quality ECD
programmes in marginalised
communities across South Africa.

Overview of Ntataise Programmes

Ntataise’s vision is to increase
access to quality ECD
opportunities for children living
in disadvantaged communities
in South Africa.

Ntataise Network Reach

21

Ntataise Network member
organisations operating in 7
provinces of South Africa

4635

ECD Practitioners trained
and mentored

2937

Community & home-based ECD centres
and playgroups

136 688
Children reached

Adapting to the times: Ntataise Covid-19 Response

Parents &
Caregivers

ECD
Practitioners

21

Ntataise Network member
organisations operating in 7
provinces of South Africa

Dissemination of homelearning activities
In March 2017, Ntataise launched an innovative audiovisual play activity series consisting of seventeen three to
four-minute video clips which provide a visual
demonstration of simple, fun, stimulating play activities to
do with young children.
Ntataise has re-packaged the audio-visual clips in a way
which uses less data and includes images and step-by-step
text descriptions of the activities for parents to do with
their children using items found around the home.
These activities, together with relevant, verified,
information from reliable sources on Covid-19 and good
hygiene practices, are distributed on a daily basis through a
range of Ntataise Network WhatsApp groups and social
media platforms, as well as provided in hard copy together
with food parcels that we are distributing to vulnerable
families..

What has worked well
• Using WhatsApp platform as primary communication tool – create
specific WhatsApp groups with WhatsApp Champions
• Provide translations & keep activities/resources simple, visual,
practical and engaging
• Provision of print-versions of activities & storybooks with food
distribution to households
• Enabling two-way interaction –ask parents for feedback on Whatsapp
platforms, follow-up phone calls & encourage regular reflection
• Harness the power of the Ntataise Network & partnerships
(examples: UNICEF & African Storybook)
• Using mainstream media such as TV & community radio with
targeted messaging to access parents & caregivers of young children

Challenges & lessons to share
Challenges

Lessons & possible solutions

High data costs, poor connectivity & lack of
access to Wi-Fi

Provide data (redirect budget items where possible)
and advocate for zero-rating of education platforms

Receiving feedback from parents

Follow-up phone calls and in-person interactions during
food deliveries

Information overload - Loss of interest &
uptake of activities by parents and caregivers

Dedicated person on WhatsApp group to help motivate
& provide instant responses & consistent
communication. Reinforce concepts by linking
activities.

Tracking reach and use of activities

Think creatively about Monitoring & Evaluation
(dashboards to track online uptake using Google
Analytics, phone calls, digital feedback surveys,
exporting WhatsApp chats)

• Regular face—
time sessions
• Introduce
topics and
facilitate
discussions
• Build rapport &
motivation of
practitioners
• Tool for psychosocial support

Google Forms

• Primary
communication
channel
• Send video clips, voice
notes and messages
on specific topics –
helpful for
practitioners to refer
back
• Facilitate small-group
discussion
• Submission of
activities
• Trainer is able to
monitor across groups
to instantly respond to
common issues.

Google Meet

WhatApp

Engaging with ECD Practitioners using digital
platforms: Tools & Resources

• Send responses
for activities
• Feedback
surveys
• Google Drive:
central
repository of
monitoring data
and evidence

Engaging with ECD Practitioners using digital
platforms
Challenges
Trainers having to adapt quickly to new ways of
providing training & support
Data & connectivity issues. Some don’t have
smartphones.

Capacity of the organisation to orientate
practitioners & deliver training using digital
platforms –takes more time
Trainers to remain flexible & responsive – using
layered communication plan
Psycho-social wellbeing of practitioners – adapt
programmes to meet needs (i.e. focus on reopening of centres)

What has worked well
Building digital competencies of Trainers & Facilitators
(Acceleration of Ntataise’s Digital Strategy) – digital
orientation sessions
Using WhatsApp and Google Meet as primary
communication channels. Less heavy on data & more
familiar to end-users.
Providing cell data is essential
Dividing practitioners into smaller groupings – individual
attention & better-quality calls
Trainers are energized and excited to be experimenting with
new ways of doing things
There is great willingness by practitioners to keep engaging,
learning and developing

Reflections by Practitioners
“As a student of Ntataise it has been a wonderful experience of learning. Using the lockdown
time when its all boring and stressful at home, it was a relief to continue with our work and
progress with the course. It is very valuable to see our classmates and especially our teacher. It
feels live and exciting.”

“I have learnt a lot when using the Google Meet. It makes it easy to communicate with our
facilitator and even to be able to see each other. Listening to the videos and interacting
with my group using voice recording, whatsapp and messages helped me a lot because it
was easy to understand the topic. Lastly I could understand the activities because we
spoke about them in groups and I could watch the videos for a reminder”

“At first I thought training in this way was difficult but now I understand
and enjoy learning on Google Meet and WhatsApp. Everyone must try it.
It’s really fun!”

Ntataise website: www.Ntataise.org
Ntataise Resources:
https://www.ntataise.org/Resources-Ntataise/
Email addresses:
Kaley@Ntataise.org Puleng@Ntataise.org

